Helen for LGBTQ+ sexualities rep!

**my priorities**
- working with the other minority/equalities reps at St Anne's
- working with the disability and queer POC campaigns at a university level
- helping *closed students* to attend queer events by making some targeted at LGBTQ+ people & allies
- close work and allyship with the gender rep to help trans* stanners

**my ideas**
- hosting **mixed events** with societies such as the ACS to build strong bonds for intersectional queer stanners
- work with Sara, Aimee, Sofia, & new disability, class, and access reps to create **intersectional queer events**
- another **queer formal**, my favourite queer event of this year!
- picnics with **close colleges** e.g. Somerville and Wadham

**why me?**
- taken part in an LGBTQ+ welfare and support course
- lots of experience as a peer advocate
- great public speaker
- understanding of a wide range of experiences, and always ready to learn
- safe person to chat to
- confirmed lesbian
- english student
- very queer taste in music

she/her

any q's? @helenjoanross